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Hello Friends 2018 Program 
 

Marketplace Tuesday and Thursday! 
GRAN Pins, Cards, Book Marks and Tote Bags 

 Pussy Hats  
by One World Grannies 

Bring cash! 
 
Monday June 4  Opening Banquet 

Celebrating Our Achievements  
Inspiring Our Work 

 5:30 pm Registration 

6:30  - 
8:00 pm 
 
 

Dinner 
Welcome: Co Chairs 
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Samantha Nutt: Founder of War Child 
Book Signing 
 

Tuesday June 5   
 

 9:00 am 
 
9:15 am 

Greetings and Housekeeping 
 
Voices from Africa: What we learned in Uganda: Heather Fraser and 
Colleen Stefanich 
 

10:15 am African Drummer and Dancer 
Health Break 
 

10:45 am 
 
 
 
 
 
11:45 am 

Discussion: Voices from Africa 
Break into three groups for a more in-depth discussion of what we 
learned from Ugandan Grandmothers and how this should inform our 
advocacy. 
 
Reporting out in plenary 
 

12:00 pm Lunch 
Marketplace and Job Fair 
 

1:00 pm 
 
 

Older Women Count!  
How Understanding and Promoting the Rights of Older Women in Africa 
can Guide our Work   Peggy Edwards 
 

2:00 PM 
 

Workshop 
Nourishing the Grassroots: Carole Holmes and Pat Evans  
What inspires us? What moves us to action? 
 

3:00 pm Health Break 
Marketplace and Job Fair 
 

3:30 pm Annual General Meeting 
Looking Back – Looking Forward: Celebrating five years of achievement 
(documents provided separately) 
 

5:00 pm On own for dinner 
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Wednesday June 6 
 

  

 
 
 

8:30 am 
 

Housekeeping 

8:45 Bigger than our Borders: 
Investing in Development 
 Pat Dolan 
 

9:30 am 
 

Aging Activism:  
Activism Across Women’s Lives: Rethinking the Politics of 
Grandmothering.  
May Chazan: Research Chair in Gender and Women’s Studies, Trent 
University 
 

10:30 Health Break 
 

11:00 Climate Change: A Gender-based Perspective 
Building resilience among small scale farmers in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Jane Rabinowicz: Exec Director USC Canada 
 

 12:00 pm Lunch  
 

12:30 pm Travel time 

1:00 pm Arrive at Parliament Buildings for check in for Question Period. 

2:00 pm Hill Event 
Question Period 

4:00 pm 
5:30 pm 

Dialogue with Parliamentarians 
Older Women Count! Why the human rights, equality and full 
participation of African grandmothers matter for Canada. 
 

6:00 pm On own for dinner 
   

 
Thursday June 7   

 9:00 am Workshops 
• Measuring our Advocacy: Heather Fraser and Hilary Elliott 
• Mining Justice: Anne Young, Phyllis Webster and Diane 

Scaletta 
• From Catcalling to Sex Trafficking in Canada/Africa: Barb 

Howe, Irene Clarke and Maureen Coleman 
 

 10:15 am  Health Break 
Marketplace and Job Fair 
 

10:45 am Plenary 
Successfully Engaging with Government: 
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Velma McColl: Managing Principal, Earnscliffe Strategy Group 
 

12:00 Lunch 
Marketplace and Job Fair 
 

1:00 Future Directions of GRAN 
Panel Discussion by Working Group Chairs 
 

1:45 Health Break 
Marketplace and Job Fair 
 

2:15 pm Future Directions of GRAN 
Four Break Out Groups 
Given our Vision, Mission and Mandate, 
 

1. What should GRAN’s focus be going forward, taking into 
consideration the needs of older women in sub-Saharan Africa 
and our current political environment, including the new 
Feminist International Assistance Policy? 

2. How should we organize ourselves so that we have the most 
impact and make a difference with our advocacy? 

 
3:15 pm  Future Directions of GRAN 

Report out 
 

4:00 pm Wrap Up 
Marketplace and Job Fair 
 

6:00 pm Closing Banquet 
Celebrating Our Partnerships 
Order of GRAN 
Key Note Speaker:  Ketty Nivyabandi; Human Rights Advocate from 
Burundi 
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Hello Friends 2018 Future Directions of GRAN 
 
After a panel discussion by the Working Group Chairs, we will devote Thursday afternoon to working in small 
groups to chart the future directions of GRAN. You will be able to draw upon what you have heard and 
experienced earlier in the week. We would like you to consider the following questions. 
 
Given our Vision, Mission and Values: 
 

1. What should GRAN’s focus be going forward taking into consideration the needs of older women in sub 
Saharan Africa and our current political environment, including the new Feminist International 
Assistance Policy? 

2. How should we organize ourselves so that we can have the most impact and make a difference with 
our advocacy? 

 
We will also have a Vision Board where you can post your ideas and suggestions. 
 
Vision 
Our vision is global recognition and promotion of the human rights of the grandmothers, vulnerable children 
and youth in sub-Saharan Africa. 
 
Mission 
The mission of GRAN is to advocate in meaningful and strategic ways or the human rights of grandmothers, 
vulnerable children and youth of sub-Saharan Africa. 
 
 Values 
GRAN members, in both their internal and external relationships, act in accordance with the following values: 
 
Ubuntu is a sub-Saharan African philosophy and way of life.  Ubuntu defines what it means to be truly 
human:  we affirm our own humanity when we acknowledge the full humanity of others.  Ubuntu principles 
 include dignity, respect, empathy, caring, sharing and compassion. 
 
Social Justice encompasses securing/ensuring human rights, gender equality, equitable distribution of 
resources, and opportunities for full participation in social, educational, political and economic 
activities and a space for the human spirit to thrive in safe and healthy environments. 
 
Honesty and Transparency: honest and transparent communication and decision-making are critical to the 
healthy development of GRAN.  GRAN advocates are provided with opportunities for full and open 
discussion and an understanding of the options available.  Decision-making is preferably by 
consensus.  External partners and the general public are provided with honest and clear communication 
regarding issues of mutual concern and the possibilities for mutual work. 
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Hello Friends 2018 Overview of Working Groups 
 
 

 
Access to Medicines (AMWG) 
2013 – 2018 
Successes and Lessons Learned 
 
Energized and inspired by Hello Friends 2013, the AMWG set out in September 
2013 to carry on GRAN’s mission to advocate for the rights of grandmothers 
and vulnerable children in Africa, focusing for their part on the right to affordable 
access to medicines.  
 

Between 2013 and 2018, the Access to Medicines Working Group focused on: 
1. pushing for Canada’s fair contribution to the Global Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (2013 

and 2016 Replenishment Campaigns) 
2. urging our government to act responsibly in trade negotiations (TPP and NAFTA) to ensure that access 

to medicines is not further restricted 
3. supporting the work of the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP) whose mandate is to increase access to HIV, 

hepatitis and tuberculosis treatments in low and middle-income countries 
4. supporting the Médecins Sans Frontières/Doctors Without Borders (MSF) campaign to lower the price 

of the pneumonia vaccine  
5. advocating to pass the motion M-132 in the House of Commons, instructing the Standing Committee on 

Health to undertake a study on ways to increase benefits to the public from federally funded health 
research. 
 

Our Successes 
• we raised awareness among GRAN members and their communities about national and international 

issues that affect access to affordable medicines and how advocating in meaningful and strategic ways 
can impact those issues  

• through our briefs on the TPP and Motion M 132, we drew attention to global health responsibilities and 
raised GRAN’s profile in the House of Commons 

• we raised GRAN’s profile at the national and international levels, through collaborative work with friends 
and allies such as MSF, the Medicines Patent Pool, the Global Fund Advocates Network, the 
Interagency Coalition on AIDS and International Development and the Canadian HIV/AID Legal Action 
Network  

• Médecins Sans Frontières publicly acknowledged how GRAN helped MSF’s campaign for lower 
vaccine prices succeed 
 

 Some Lessons Learned 
• the importance of allies to the success of advocacy 
• the importance of social media to the success of advocacy 
• the importance of monitoring the efficacy of our campaign actions  
• the vaccine campaign taught us that not only our government can present opportunities for advocacy 

(i.e.pressuring pharmas was one of the alternatives) 
• MSF handing petition to Pfizer taught us how poignant/respectful demonstration can engage the public 

in an issue happening on another continent. 
 
Education Working Group Campaigns (EdWG) 
Summary Report September 2013 - June 2018 

 
The main thrust of our energy and work has gone into advocating the Canadian government to increase its 
financial commitments to the Global Partnership for Education (GPE)   www.globalpartnership.org who work 
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in over 60 developing countries over half of which are in sub Saharan Africa.  Their main goal is to help build 
strong national education systems with a focus on getting more children and youth, especially girls, into school 
and improving learning outcomes.  
 
Our relationship with GPE began in 2014 when we joined with a group of Canadian CSO’s (PLAN Canada, 
Results, UNICEF, Save the Children, Global Poverty Project and Right to Play) and campaigned together to 
increase Canada’s commitment to the GPE.  In April 2015, Canada doubled its previous commitment to pledge 
$30 million/yr to the next GPE replenishment round for 2015-2018. During the 2015 election we encouraged 
GRANs to advocate for an increase to ODA as an election issue.  We have since also encouraged our 
members to attend budget consultation meetings in 2016 and 2017 to encourage increase to ODA.  
 
Following the election in 2015, there was no Canadian CSO whose sole focus was on education advocacy. 
The Canadian coalition re-established itself under a new name CIEPWG (Canadian International Education 
Policy Working Group). Drawing more strength with the increasing numbers of CSO’s joining, CIEPWG gave 
input into the new Feminist International Assistance Policy.   In 2017, the EdWG campaigned again for the next 
GPE replenishment around developing education and advocacy materials for GRANs to use across the 
country.  We worked closely with CIEPWG and were successful in again doubling Canada’s commitment to 
$60mil/yr for three years (2018-2020) to the GPE in January 2018. 
 
Going from $15 million/year to the GPE in 2013 to $60 million/year will help bring quality education to millions 
of children and youth.  This increased education funding for infrastructure (building of schools and teacher 
training) will bring much needed resources to communities.  Not only will children benefit, but with these 
resources, grandmothers will also be able to have access to education in their own communities. 
 
Since January, the EdWG has done a self-assessment of our campaign and has begun to explore and discuss 
other possible campaigns.   We are looking at GRAN’s document on Older Persons, other organizations doing 
work with older persons such as Help Age, UNESCO documents (Global Report on Adult Learning and 
Education) and the draft Convention on the Rights of Older Persons 
 
Some Lessons Learned 
 
1) The importance of belonging to coalitions and having partnerships who share some of our goals cannot be 
overemphasized.  Joining CIEPWG gave us strength and recognition, access to information and resources, 
and invitations to participate in various educational events. We could not have done this alone. 
 
2) Education is a very complex issue.  We face and have faced the challenge of how to better educate GRANs 
and others on the complexity of our issue without overwhelming them with too much information. 
3) Education is also very interconnected with all of the SDGs and GRANs other working groups. Linking 
education with other needs of our grandmothers in sub Saharan Africa may require us looking at a broader 
picture and working across sectors as a next step. 
 
End Violence Against Women Working Group 2013-2018 
 
The End Violence Against Women Working Group (VAW WG) Group began by launching two separate 
campaigns; Just Minerals and the Child Early and Forced Marriage Campaign. When the Just Minerals 
Campaign ended in September 2014 with the defeat of the NDP sponsored Bill C-486, VAW WG mounted the 
Orange Campaign. A VAW WG member also represents GRAN on the Women Peace and Security Network-
Canada (WPSN-C) to monitor the efforts of the international community and Canada in the implementation of 
UN Security Council resolutions to bring an end to violence against women in conflict. The WPSN-C has 
proven to be a valuable Network that has opened doors for GRAN to participate in consultations with the 
Government of Canada and benefit from the extensive expertise of Network members. 
 
Just Minerals Campaign 
Issue: Since 1998, six countries surrounding the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) have been fighting for 
control of its vast natural resources, with devastating consequences to its people. Conflict in the region has led 
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to five million dead, millions more displaced, 48 rapes/hour and 8,000 children still used as soldiers, porters 
and sex slaves. 

In March 2014 GRAN joined the Just Minerals Campaign and issued a call to action to support Bill C-486 
Conflict Minerals Act. The Act would require Canadian companies to demonstrate due diligence when sourcing 
minerals from Africa’s Great Lakes Region to ensure that their actions are not fueling the exploitation and trade 
of conflict minerals that are directly linked to armed conflict. Using the tools developed by the VAW WG, GRAN 
advocates used social media, visited their MPs and wrote Letters to the Editor on International Women’s Day 
to raise awareness and press for the passage of Bill C-486. Information sessions were held across the country 
and the Hill Team met with officials and attended the votes. GRANs wrote letters of outrage to the media when 
the Bill was defeated at Second Reading in September 2014. 
 
Child Early and Forced Marriage (CEFM) 
 
Issue: Child, Early and Forced Marriage (CEFM) is a human rights violation which has devastating 
consequences for women and girls in sub-Saharan Africa and around the world.  It perpetuates the gender 
inequality that grandmothers in sub-Saharan Africa and elsewhere experience throughout their lives.  It 
increases the spread of HIV/AIDS and creates barriers to education, economic security, healthcare and safety 
– challenges identified by African grandmothers for themselves and their grandchildren. 
 
The CEFM campaign was launched in September 2013. Over the next four years GRANs used the advocacy 
tools created by the VAW WG to raise awareness of the issue through social media and group presentations. 
In September 2014 GRAN was accepted as a member of Girls Not Brides.  Our membership has resulted in 
GRAN being invited to participate in various events and discussions organized by Canadian government and 
NGOs in Ottawa. Letters were written to the Ministers responsible advocating for strong targets to end CEFM 
in the Sustainable Development Goals and to address the gaps in Canadian legislation. GRAN was pleased to 
see the governments of both Mr. Harper and Mr. Trudeau take a leadership role internationally in the Girls Not 
Brides coalition. In January 2018 GRAN advocates were able to make connections with members of Girls Not 
Brides – Uganda grassroots groups. 
Good news! Huge Progress on Ending CEFM. 

 
UNICEF now estimates that 12 million girls a year become child brides, down from previous estimates of 15 
million. Girls Not Brides welcomed the news, which shows that we can make child marriage history, but cautioned 
there was still much to be done. 
 
Orange Campaign 
 
Issue: Each year the United Nations Secretary General's UNiTE Campaign has designated the 25th of every 
month "Orange Day" to raise awareness and take action to end violence against women and girls.  As a bright 
and optimistic colour, orange represents a future free from violence.  During the 16 Days of Activism, 
November 25 to December 10 UNiTE asks governments, organizations, and people all over the world to 
intensify efforts to mobilize action domestically and globally. 
 
From 2014-2017 VAW WG developed materials and encouraged participation of grassroots GRANs in UNiTE 
to End Violence against Women and Girls “Orange the World” campaign during the 16 Days of Activism Nov 
25–Dec 10.  From its modest beginnings in 2014 when a few GRANs posted their “orange” photos on 

Global Goals Target 
5.3 on CEFM

UN GA Resolutions
UN HR Council 

Resolutions

Countries Raise 
Minimum Age of 
Marriage to 18

Law Enforcement 
Needed

African Union 
Campaign to End 

CEFM

UNICEF/UNFPA 
Funding Program to 

Accelerate Action

More Funding in 
Place - more Needed

New UNICEF data 
shows Historic Drop 

in Child Marriage
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Facebook, our “Orange Campaign” has grown exponentially. In 2017 GRANs in more than 23 cities and 
communities across Canada marched, sang, held candle-lit vigils and organized inspiring discussions in 
partnership with many wonderful women’s rights organizations, including those representing indigenous 
women. City counselors, Mayors, MLAs and MPs rose to acknowledge GRAN and the role we have played in 
shining a light on violence against women everywhere and for us, especially against older women in sub-
Saharan Africa.   
Throughout the 16 Days, at the request of GRAN advocates, dozens of landmarks across the country -- 
provincial legislatures, fountains and the city halls of our largest and smallest capital cities (Toronto and 
Whitehorse) -- glowed orange as a symbol of hope for a better future.  The GRAN website, Facebook and 
Twitter feeds were alight with photos and comments, multiplying the impact of the campaign through social 
media. The hope is that it will be a self-sustaining annual campaign for GRAN. 
 
 
Join the GRAN Web Team 
 
GRAN’s Web Team -- “The Web Nannies”-- are looking for help. 
 
What is it exactly that we do? 
Our job is to keep the content of GRAN’s website current and organised.  The issue-focused Working Groups 
do the research and produce the news and resources. We make sure the resources are properly formatted and 
uploaded to the site. 
We are also responsible for keeping GRAN’s communications flowing to the members.  We send out the 
GRAN News and Action emails to keep our members informed and engaged. 
 
What about you? 
l Do you and your computer have a reasonably comfortable relationship/life together? 

l Do you like learning new skills and working behind the scenes on your own time?  

l Do you enjoy collaborating with a supportive team of GRANS as well as making a worthwhile contribution 
to GRAN’s work? 

No need to be daunted -- We have a very extensive manual as well as simple instructions on how to create 
webpages, upload news items, resources and photos, and format and send out GRAN email messages. No 
previous experience of this required - none of us had any! View it as a great opportunity to learn something 
new. 

We discuss the process a few times a year on a Skype call and we work on 2 week rotations that fit with our 
other commitments. Sometimes there are deadlines for sending out Action messages, but often we are 
working on our own schedule to deliver current information to almost 700 GRANs across the country.  
Sometimes there are challenges -- it is technology after all.  Attention to detail is useful.  Patience is an asset.  
A sense of humour is necessary when problem-solving but the challenges are not insurmountable and there is 
always a support team behind you as well as our wonderful tech support person, Daniel, who solves major 
issues. 
 
Feel free to ask questions - we would be happy to send you the step by step handout to give you a heads-up 
on the process.  Email Ruth or Annie ruthbuckinger@bellaliant.net or anniecr8on@gmail.com for more 
information.  
Come on - join us - it is a great team! 
GRAN’s current “Web Nannies”: 
Marilyn Coolen   marilyn.coolen@gmail.com  
Pat Evans    pat_evans@carleton.ca  
Ruth Buckinger  rbuckinger@bellaliant.net   
Annie Creighton  anniecr8on@gmail.com  


